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Zero forcing sets and controllability of dynamical systems
defined on graphs

Nima Monshizadeh∗ Shuo Zhang† M. Kanat Camlibel∗,‡

Abstract—In this paper, controllability of systems defined on graphsis
discussed. We consider the problem of controllability of the network for a
family of matrices carrying the structure of an underlying directed graph.
A one-to-one correspondence between the set of leaders rendering the
network controllable and zero forcing sets is established.To illustrate the
proposed results, special cases including path, cycle, andcomplete graphs
are discussed. Moreover, as shown for graphs with a tree structure, the
proposed results of the present paper together with the existing results
on the zero forcing sets lead to a minimal leader selection scheme in
particular cases.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The study of networks of dynamical systems became one of the
most popular themes within systems and control theory in thelast two
decades. Roughly speaking, networks of dynamical systems can be
seen as dynamical systems that inherit certain structural properties
from the topology of a graph that captures the network structure.
Across many scientific disciplines, one encounters such systems
in a variety of applications. Typical examples include biological,
chemical, social, power grid, and robotic networks (see e.g. [15, Ch.
1]). The research on numerous aspects of these kind of systems have
already resulted in a vast literature that still keeps growing.

One line of research in this fast growing literature is devoted to
the controllability analysis of linear input/state systems of the form

ẋ = Xx+ Uu

where x ∈ R
n is the state andu ∈ R

m is the input with the
distinguishing feature that the matrixX is associated with a given
graph and the matrixU encodes the vertices (often called leaders)
through which external inputs are applied.

Up to our knowledge, [19] is the first paper which addressed con-
trollability problem within this framework whenX is the Laplacian
matrix of an undirected graph. This early paper was followedby
a number of papers dealing with different aspects of controllability
whenX is the Laplacian matrix (see e.g. [18], [9], [22]) and when
X is the adjacency matrix (see e.g. [10]). On the one hand, control-
lability was investigated from a graph topology perspective in [18],
[9], [14], [6], [22], [21], [10] which established necessary/sufficient
conditions for controllability as well as lower and/or upper bounds
on the controllable subspace. These conditions are based ongraph
theoretical tools such as graph symmetry [18], (almost) equitable
partitions [18], [9], [14], [22], walks of a graph [10], distance
partitions [22], or pseudo monotonically increasing sequences [21].
On the other hand, the minimum number of leaders that render the
system controllable, withX being the Laplacian matrix of a simple
undirected graph, was explored for several classes of graphs such
as path graphs [18], [17], cycle graphs [17], [22], completegraphs
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[18], [22], and circulant graphs [16] which all provide alsoa leader
selection procedure.

Another thread in the study of controllability of systems defined
by a graph was centered around structural controllability.Structural
controllability deals with a family of pairs(X,U) rather than a
particular instance and asks whether the family contains a controllable
pair (weak structural controllability [13]) or all membersof the family
are controllable (strong structural controllability [7]). In the latter
case, the authors of [7] have established necessary and sufficient
conditions for strong structural controllability in termsof constrained
matchings over the bipartite graph representation of the network. For
a more general look at control properties of structured linear systems,
see e.g. [8].

In this paper, we deal with a family ofX matrices carrying the
structure of a directed graphG. This family is called the qualitative
class ofG, and we investigate the controllability of the network with
respect to this qualitative class, under a fixed set of vertices (leaders).
Note that essentially this is the same as studying strong structural
controllability, but we carry out controllability analysis through the
notion of zero forcing sets, similar to [4], rather than through the
constrained matching which has been treated in [7].

The notions of zero forcing sets and zero forcing number have
an intimate relationship with minimum rank problems of patterned
matrices, and have been well studied in the literature (see e.g. [2]
and [11]). Moreover, in these papers and the references therein,
lower/upper bounds for the zero forcing number has been provided,
and also the exact value has been obtained for some special classes of
graphs, either directly or in terms of some graph parameterssuch as
path cover number. Note that computing the zero forcing number as
well as finding a minimal zero forcing set for a general loop directed
graph is an NP-hard problem (see [20, Thm. 2.6]).

Recently, zero forcing sets in one form or another have been
utilized for controllability analysis of quantum systems as well as
linear systems (see e.g. [4], [5], [3]). In particular, for the case
where the underlying communication graph is undirected andall off-
diagonal elements ofX have the same sign, a sufficient condition
for network controllability and in terms of zero forcing sets has been
provided in [4].

In this paper, for the case where the underlying graph is di-
rected, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between the set
of leaders rendering the network controllable and zero forcing sets.
Consequently, we obtain that the minimum number of leaders re-
quired to render the network controllable, with respect to the whole
qualitative class, is indeed equal to the zero forcing number of the
underlying graph. Note that in some applications extra assumptions
and constraints such as symmetry may be present on the entries
of the matrixX. Hence, in these cases, one may be interested in
some subsets of the qualitative class ofG rather than the whole
class. This will be addressed through the notion of sufficiently rich
subclasses, and we explore how the results established in this paper
boils down or can be applied to certain qualitative subclasses. Then,
we study the controllability problem for some special classes of
graphs, namely path, cycle, and complete graphs. In addition, we
establish a connection between the existing results on the minimum
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number of leaders in these cases where the matrixX is the Laplacian
matrix, and the results proposed in this manuscript.

An advantage of the proposed results of this paper is that one
can deduce conclusions on the minimum number of leaders for
controllability as well as how to choose such leaders in particular
cases, by utilizing the existing results in graph theory regarding the
zero forcing sets of graphs. For instance, in case where the underlying
graph has a structure of a (directed) tree, we conclude that the
minimum number of leaders rendering the network controllable, for
all matrices in the qualitative class, is equal to the corresponding
path cover number of the graph. Moreover, initial vertices in a
minimal path cover can be selected as the choice of leaders inthis
case. Likewise, one can draw similar conclusions for other classes
of graphs for which the zero forcing sets has been already studied
in the literature. Finally, thanks to the result of the present paper,
the problem of verifying whether a given set of leaders render the
network controllable, for all matrices in the qualitative class, boils
down to checking whether this leader set constitutes a zero forcing
set or not.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, the
problem at hand is mathematically formulated, and is motivated
by establishing connection to the existing results in the literature.
In Section III, zero forcing sets, zero forcing number, and the
involved notions are recapped. The main result of the paper is
reported in Section IV, where a necessary and sufficient condition for
controllability of networks is established in terms of zeroforcing sets.
In addition, controllability of the network with respect toqualitative
subclasses is studied in this section, and finally some special cases
are provided for further illustration of the proposed results. The paper
ends with concluding remarks in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MOTIVATION

For a given simple directed graphG, the vertex set ofG is a
nonempty set and is denoted byV (G). The arc set ofG, denoted by
E(G), is a subset ofV × V , and (i, i) /∈ E for all i ∈ V (G). The
cardinality of a given setV is denoted by|V |. Also we use|G| to
denote in short the cardinality ofV (G). We say vertexj is an out-
neighbor of vertexi if (i, j) ∈ E. The family of matrices described
by G is calledqualitative classof G, and is given by

Q(G) = {X ∈ R
|G|×|G| : for i 6= j, Xij 6= 0 ⇔ (j, i) ∈ E(G)}.

(1)
For V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and VL = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} ⊆ V , we

define then×m matrix U(V ; VL) = [Uij ] by:

Uij =

{

1 if i = vj

0 otherwise.
(2)

By a leader/follower system defined on a graphG, we mean a finite-
dimensional linear input/state system of the form

ẋ(t) = Xx(t) + Uu(t) (3)

in continuous-time and

x(t+ 1) = Xx(t) + Uu(t) (4)

in discrete-time wherex ∈ R
|G| is the state,u ∈ R

m is the input,
X ∈ Q(G), and U = U(V (G);VL) for some given leader set
VL ⊆ V (G).

Systems of the form (3) or (4) whereX ∈ Q(G) for a given graph
G are encountered in various contexts. Examples include the cases
whereX is adjacency [10], (in-degree or out-degree) Laplacian [15],
normalized Laplacian [1], etc. matrices associated to a graph.

In this paper, we deal with the controllability of the systems of the
form (3) or (4). With a slight abuse of notation, we sometimeswrite
(X;VL) is controllable meaning that(X,U) is controllable. For a
given graphG and a leader setVL we say(G;VL) is controllable if
the pair(X;VL) is controllable for allX ∈ Q(G).

In particular, we are interested in determining the set of leaders
rendering systems of the form (3) controllable. For a given graphG
and a matrixX ∈ Q(G), we denote the minimum number of leaders
rendering the system (3) controllable byℓmin(X), that is

ℓmin(X) = min
VL⊆V (G)

{|VL| : (X;VL) is controllable}.

For a given graphG, we denote the minimum number of leaders
rendering all systems of the form (3) controllable byℓmin(G), that
is

ℓmin(G) = min
VL⊆V (G)

{|VL| : (G;VL) is controllable}. (5)

Controllability of systems of the form (3) has been studied in the
literature from different angles. In what follows, we give an account
of the existing results/approaches in the literature.

One particular line of research within the context of controllability
has been devoted to systems of the form

ẋ(t) = −Lx(t) + Uu(t) (6)

where L is the Laplacian matrix of an undirected graph. This
line of research has been initiated by [19] and further developed
by [18]. Within this framework, the two main themes were graph
theoretical characterization of controllability properties in terms of
certain graph partitions [14], [9], [22] and (minimum) leader selection
for rendering a system of the form (6) controllable for particular
classes of undirected graphs [22], [17], [16].

The work on the leader selection led to a number of interesting
results by exploiting the structure of the Laplacian matrices for
several graph classes. It has been shown in [18] thatℓmin(L) = 1
for path graphs. In this case, one can choose one of the two terminal
vertices as the leader. By [22],ℓmin(L) = 2 for undirected cycle
graphs and any two neighbours can be chosen as leaders. The paper
[17] further studied cycle graphs and has proved that any twoleaders
would render the system controllable in case the number of all
vertices is a prime number. For an undirected complete graphwith
n vertices, we know from [22], [18] thatℓmin(L) = n− 1 and any
choice ofn−1 leaders would render the system controllable. Another
rather specific class of undirected graphs that has been studied within
the same context is distance regular graphs. In [22], it was shown
that ℓmin(L) 6 n − d wheren is the number of vertices andd is
the diameter of the graph. The paper [22] provided also a recipe to
selectn− d leaders that render the system controllable. In case the
underlying graph is a circulant graph, the authors of [16] proved that
ℓmin(L) is equal to the maximum algebraic multiplicity of Laplacian
eigenvalues.

Another particular class of systems that has been studied inthe
context of the controllability is given by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Uu(t) (7)

whereA is the adjacency matrix of an undirected graph, see e.g.
[10]. The same class of systems was studied in [13] from the weak
structural controllability viewpoint.

In this paper, we will mainly deal with the controllability of
families of systems given by (3) whereX ∈ Q(G) for a graph
G and provide results concerningℓmin(G) rather thanℓmin(X) for a
specific choice ofX ∈ Q(G). However, our treatment, as a side
result, will reveal that the aforementioned existing results on the
number of minimum leaders are not intrinsic to the Laplacianbut
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hold for any matrix within the corresponding qualitative class given
by the underlying graph.

III. Z ERO FORCING SETS

First, we review the notion of zero forcing sets together with the
involved notations and terminology which will be used in thesequel.
For more details see e.g. [11].

Let G be a given graph, where each vertex is colored either white
or black. Consider the following coloring rule:

G# : If u is a black vertex and exactly one out-neighborv of u is
white, then change the color ofv to black.

Following terminology will be used when we apply the color-
change rule above to a graphG:

– When the color-change rule is applied tou ∈ V (G) to change
the color ofv ∈ V (G), we sayu forcesor infectsv, and write
u → v.

– Given a coloring setC ⊆ V (G), i.e. C indexes the initially
black vertices ofG, the derivedset ofC is denoted byD(C),
and is the set of black vertices obtained by applying the color-
change rule until no more changes are possible.

– The setZ ⊆ V (G) is azero forcing set(ZFS) forG if D(Z) =
V (G).

– Thezero forcing numberZ(G) is the minimum of|Z| over all
zero forcing setsZ ⊆ V (G). A setZ is called aminimal zero
forcing setif |Z| = Z(G).

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the zero forcing set and the notions
defined above. First, consider the graph depicted in Figure 1where the
vertex1 is initially colored black. Then, by the color-change rule it
is clear that1 → 2. Consequently,2 → 3, and3 → 4. Therefore, the
derived set of{1} is equal to{1, 2, 3, 4}, and thus{1} is not a zero
forcing set. Now, suppose that we choose{1, 5} to be the initially
colored black vertices as shown in Figure 2. Then by applyingthe
color-change rule, we conclude that this set is a zero forcing set.
Moreover, note that no singleton set constitutes a zero forcing set in
this case, thus the zero forcing number is indeed equal to 2.

1 2 3

456

1 2 3

456

1 2 3

456

1 2 3

456

Fig. 1. An example for the coloring rule

1 2 3

456

1 2 3

456

1 2 3

456

1 2 3

456

1 2 3

456

Fig. 2. An example for the zero forcing set

IV. Z ERO FORCING SETS AND CONTROLLABILITY

In this section, we characterize a set of leaders which renders
(G;VL) controllable for a given graphG. Clearly, a pair(X,U)
is controllable if and only if the matrix

[

X − λI U
]

has full row
rank for all λ ∈ C. Here, we deal with a family of matrices based
on a given graphG, and thus we should consider whether the matrix
[

X − λI U
]

has full row rank for allX ∈ Q(G) andλ ∈ C. It
turns out that this property does not depend on the parameterλ due
to the structure of the matrix familyQ(G).

Lemma IV.1 Let G be a graph andVL ⊆ V (G). Then,(G;VL) is
controllable if and only if the matrix

[

X U
]

has full row rank for
all X ∈ Q(G) whereU = U(V ; VL) given by(2).

Proof. Clearly, (G;VL) is controllable if and only if the matrix
[

X − λI U
]

has full row rank for all X ∈ Q(G) and all
λ ∈ C. Hence, the “only if” part follows trivially. Now, suppose
that

[

X U
]

has full row rank for allX ∈ Q(G). Let λ ∈ C and
z ∈ C

|G| be such thatz∗
[

X − λI U
]

= 0 for someX ∈ Q(G).
Let z = p + jq for real vectorsp and q where j is the imaginary
number. Definex ∈ R

|G| asx = p+ αq whereα is a real number.
Chooseα such that

α /∈ {−
pi
qi

: qi 6= 0; i = 1, 2, . . . , |G|} (8)

where pi and qi denote theith element ofp and q, respectively.
Then one can show thatxi = 0 if and only if zi = 0. In fact, if
zi = 0 then obviouslyxi = 0. In addition, ifxi = 0 then we obtain
pi + αqi = 0, which yieldsqi = 0 by (8). Hence, we havepi = 0,
and thuszi = 0.

Next, we claim that the following implication holds:

xi = 0 ⇒ (x⊤X)i = 0. (9)

To prove this claim, suppose thatxi = 0. Then, we havezi = 0.
Sincez∗X = λz∗, we obtain(z∗X)i = 0. Hence,(p⊤X)i = 0 =
(q⊤X)i. Consequently,((p⊤ + αq⊤)X)i = (x⊤X)i = 0.

Now, we define the diagonal matrixD = diag(d1, d2, . . . , dn)
with

di =

{

0 if xi = 0
(x⊤X)i

xi
otherwise.

(10)

By using (9), it holds thatx⊤X = x⊤D. Besides,z∗U = 0
results inp⊤U = 0 = q⊤U which yieldsx⊤U = 0. Now, choose
X̂ = X −D. Clearly, X̂ ∈ Q(G) andx⊤X̂ = 0. Then due to full
row rank assumption of

[

X̂ U
]

we obtainx = 0, thus z = 0.
Therefore,

[

X − λI U
]

has full row rank, and the result follows.
�

Next, we explore the relationship between zero forcing setsand
controllability of (G;VL). First we show that the process of color-
ing/infecting vertices, according to the change-color rule, does not
affect the controllability. This issue is addressed in the following
lemma.

Lemma IV.2 Let G be a graph andC be a (coloring) set. Suppose
that v → w wherev ∈ C and w /∈ C. Then(G;C) is controllable
if and only if (G;C ∪ {w}) is controllable.

Proof. The “only if” part is trivial. Now, letC′ := C ∪ {w} and
suppose that(G;C′) is controllable. Hence,(X,U) is controllable
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for all X ∈ Q(G) whereU = U(V (G);C′) is given by (2). Without
loss of generality, we can assume that

(X,U) =
(









x11 x12 x13 x14

x21 x22 x23 x24

X31 X32 X33 X34

X41 X42 X43 X44









,









1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 I
0 0 0









)

(11)

is controllable for allX ∈ Q(G), where the first row corresponds
to the vertexw, the second corresponds tov, the third row block
corresponds to the vertices indexed byC \ {v}, and the last row
block corresponds to remaining white vertices, i.e.V (G) \ C′. By
Lemma IV.1, we know that

[

X U
]

has full row rank, which implies
that the last row block ofX in (11) has full row rank. Sincev → w,
we havex12 6= 0 andX42 = 0. Therefore, the submatrix

[

x11 x12 x13 x14

X41 X42 X43 X44

]

(12)

has full row rank. Consequently, the pair

(









x11 x12 x13 x14

x21 x22 x23 x24

X31 X32 X33 X34

X41 X42 X43 X44









,









0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 I
0 0 0









)

(13)

is controllable, and hence(G;C) is controllable. �

Roughly speaking, this lemma states that controllability is invariant
under infection. As such, we can obtain the following corollary by
repeated application of Lemma IV.2.

Corollary IV.3 Let G be a graph and aC be a coloring set. Then,
(G;C) is controllable if and only if(G;D(C)) is controllable.

Next, we state one of the main results of the paper based on the
above auxiliary lemmas.

Theorem IV.4 Let G be a graph andVL ⊆ V (G). Then,(G;VL)
is controllable if and only ifVL is a zero forcing set.

Proof. If VL is a zero forcing set, thenD(VL) = V (G) by definition.
Hence, it follows from Corollary IV.3 that controllabilityof (G;VL)
is equivalent to that of(G;V (G)). Since (G; V (G)) is trivially
controllable, so is(G;VL). To prove the converse, suppose that
(G;VL) is controllable, butVL is not a zero forcing set. Then, we
haveD(VL) 6= V (G). We also know that(G;D(VL)) is controllable
by Corollary IV.3. Without loss of generality, we can assumethat
VL = {1, 2, ..., m} andD(VL) = VL ∪ {m+1, m+ 2, . . . ,m+ r}
wherem + r < |G|. Since (G;D(VL)) is controllable, it follows
from Lemma IV.1 that the matrix

[

X U
]

has full row rank for all
X ∈ Q(G) whereU = U(V ;D(VL)) = col(Im+r, 0). Hence, the
matrix

[

X11 X12 Im+r

X21 X22 0

]

(14)

has full row rank for allX ∈ Q(G) whereX11 ∈ R
(m+r)×(m+r),

X12 ∈ R
(m+r)×k, X21 ∈ R

k×(m+r), andX22 ∈ R
k×k with k =

|G|− (m+r) constitute the corresponding partitioning of the matrix
X.

Now, we distinguish two cases. First, suppose that there exists a
column ofX21 with exactly one nonzero element. This implies that
there is a vertex, sayv ∈ D(VL), which has exactly one (white)
out-neighbor, sayw /∈ D(VL). Consequently,v can infectw, and
we reach a contradiction. On the other hand, suppose that there does
not exist a column ofX21 with exactly one nonzero element. Then,
clearly the nonzero elements ofX21 can be chosen such that we have

11⊤X21 = 0, where11 denotes the vector of ones with an appropriate
dimension. In addition, note that the diagonal elements ofX can be
chosen arbitrarily due to the the definition ofQ(G), and thus can be
assigned such that11⊤X22 = 0. Therefore, we obtain that

[

0⊤m+r 11⊤
]

[

X11 X12 Im+r

X21 X22 0

]

= 0,

for someX in Q(G), and again we reach a contradiction. �

Remark IV.5 In caseVL is a zero forcing set, it is easy to observe
that each vertex ofV \VL is accessible (via a directed path) from at
least one leader. This input-accessibility condition is indeed necessary
for weak/strong structural controllability of networks (see e.g. [12]
and [13, Thm. 1]).

Theorem IV.4 establishes a one-to-one correspondence between
leader sets rendering systems of the form (3) controllable and zero
forcing sets of the corresponding graphs. An immediate consequence
of this result yields the following result on the minimum number of
leaders required for controllability.

Corollary IV.6 Let G be a given graph. Then,ℓmin(G) = Z(G).

A. Sufficiently rich qualitative subclasses

So far, we have investigated controllability of systems given by (3)
where the matricesX belongs to the familyQ(G) which is described
by the graphG. In many examples, one encounters matrices ofX
carrying more structure than that is imposed byQ(G). For instance,
consider a graphG1 for which E(G1) is symmetric, i.e.(v, w) ∈
E(G1) if and only if (w, v) ∈ E(G1) and the matricesX belonging
to

Qs(G1) = {X ∈ Q(G1) : X = X⊤} ⊆ Q(G1). (15)

Note that undirected graphs can be identified with directed graphs
having symmetric arc sets. As such, the classQs(G1) naturally
appears whenever the underlying graph structure is inducedby an
undirected graph as in the systems of the form (6) and (7)

In what follows, we focus on controllability with respect to
subclasses ofQ(G). For a graphG, (leader) setVL ⊆ V (G), and a
qualitative subclassQ′(G) ⊆ Q(G), we sayVL controlsQ′(G) if
(X;VL) is controllable for allX ∈ Q′(G).

If VL is a zero a forcing set for the graphG, thenVL controls
Q(G) by Theorem IV.4. Consequently, such aVL controlsQ′(G) for
any Q′(G) ⊆ Q(G). However, the converse is not true in general.
For instance, considerG1 = (V1, E1) whereV1 = {1, 2, 3, 4} and
E1 = {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 4), (4, 3)}. Let VL = {2} and
take the Laplacian matrix ofG1, denoted byL1, as the qualitative
subclass in this case. Then, by [17],(L1; VL) is controllable whereas
obviouslyVL is not a zero forcing set.

Therefore, we conclude thatVL is not necessarily a zero forcing
set forG even though it controls a nonempty subset ofQ(G). Next,
we investigate under what conditions, controlling a subsetof Q(G)
implies thatVL is a zero forcing set. For this purpose, the following
notion is needed.

Definition IV.7 Let Q′(G) be a non-empty subset ofQ(G). We say
that Q′(G) is a sufficiently richsubclass ofQ(G) if the following
implication holds:

z ∈ R
|G|, X ∈ Q(G), zTX = 0 =⇒ ∃X ′ ∈ Q′(G) s.t. zTX ′ = 0.

(16)

Now, we have the following result.
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Theorem IV.8 LetG be a graph andVL ⊆ V (G) be a (leader) set.
Suppose thatQ′(G) ⊆ Q(G) is a sufficiently rich subclass ofQ(G).
Then the following statements are equivalent:

1) The setVL is a zero forcing set.
2) The setVL controlsQ(G).
3) The setVL controlsQ′(G).

Proof. The first two statements are equivalent by Theorem IV.4.
Besides, the second statement trivially implies the third one. Hence,
it suffices to show that statement3 implies2. Suppose that statement
3 holds. In view of Lemma IV.1, it suffices to show that the matrix
[

X U
]

has full row rank for allX ∈ Q(G), whereU is given
by (2). Now suppose thatx⊤

[

X U
]

= 0 for somex ∈ R
|G| and

X ∈ Q(G). SinceQ′(G) is a sufficiently rich subclass ofQ(G),
there existsX ′ ∈ Q′(G) such thatx⊤

[

X ′ U
]

= 0. This results in
x = 0 due to the assumption thatVL controlsQ′(G). Consequently,
the matrix

[

X U
]

has full row rank for allX ∈ Q(G). Thus,VL

also controlsQ(G). �

By Theorem IV.8, controlling sufficiently rich subclasses is equiv-
alent to controlling the corresponding qualitative classes, which can
be further characterized by zero forcing sets. Next, we focus on two
notable subclasses ofQ(G1). Bare in mind thatE(G1) is symmetric.
The first subclass we consider here isQs(G1) given by (15).

Proposition IV.9 The setQs(G1) is a sufficiently rich subclass of
Q(G1).

Proof. Assume that there existsz ∈ R
|G1| such thatz⊤X = 0

for someX ∈ Q(G1). We distinguish two cases. First, suppose
that zi 6= 0 for each i = 1, 2, . . . , |G1|. Define the matrixX ′ as
X ′ = X̂ +D whereX̂ ∈ Qs(G1) andD is a real diagonal matrix.
Obviously, we haveX ′ ∈ Qs(G1) for any choice ofD. Then, since
zi 6= 0 for eachi, one can chooseD such thatz⊤X ′ = 0. Next,
consider the case wherezi = 0 for somei. Without loss of generality,
the vectorz can be then decomposed asz = [ẑ⊤ 0]⊤ such that the
vector ẑ does not contain any zero element. Correspondingly, let the
matrix X be decomposed as

X =

[

X11 X12

X21 X22

]

.

Hence, we havêz⊤X11 = 0 and ẑ⊤X12 = 0 by the assumption.
Now, choose a matrix̂X ∈ Qs(G1) and let

X̂ =

[

X̂11 X̂12

X̂⊤
12 X̂22

]

.

Let D be a real diagonal matrix such thatẑ⊤(X̂11 +D) = 0. Note
that suchD exists aŝzi 6= 0 for eachi. Then, we construct a matrix
X ′ as

X ′ =

[

X̂11 +D X12

X⊤
12 X̂22

]

.

Clearly, we haveX ′ ∈ Qs(G1). Moreover, it holds thatz⊤X ′ = 0,
and thusQs(G1) is a sufficiently rich subclass ofQ(G1). �

Now, we consider another subclass ofQ(G1) by imposing an
additional constraint toQs(G1). More precisely, letQss(G1) be
defined as a subset ofQs(G1) with the property that all off-diagonal
nonzero elements ofX have the same sign for allX ∈ Qss(G1).
Note that ordinary Laplacian matrices and adjacency matrices are
among the special cases of this subclass. Structural controllability
with respect toQss(G1) has been studied in [4]. In particular, it
has been shown that the setVL controlsQss(G1) if VL is a zero

forcing set. However, the converse does not hold in general (see [4,
Ex. 4.3]). The following proposition shows that indeedQss(G1) is
not a sufficiently rich subclass, except for some pathological cases.

Proposition IV.10 Assume that the graphG1 has a vertex with at
least two (out) neighbors. Then, the setQss(G1) is not a sufficiently
rich subclass ofQ(G1).

Proof. Let k be a vertex ofG1 with at least two (out) neighbors.
Definez ∈ R

|G1| as

zi =

{

1 if i 6= k,

0 otherwise.

Note that (z⊤X ′)k is nonzero for anyX ′ ∈ Qss(G1). Hence,
z⊤X ′ 6= 0 for any X ′ ∈ Qss(G1). Therefore, to conclude that
Qss(G1) is not sufficiently rich, it suffices to show thatz⊤X = 0
for someX ∈ Q(G1). It is easy to see that one can choose a matrix
X ∈ Q(G1) such that(z⊤X)i = 0 for eachi 6= k. Also note that, by
the assumption, the matrixX has at least two nonzero off-diagonal
elements in itskth column. Hence, these (two or more) nonzero
elements can be further chosen such that we have(z⊤X)k = 0, and
thusz⊤X = 0. This completes the proof. �

B. Special cases

Next, we study some special cases to demonstrate how the pro-
posed results can be used in particular applications.

As we mentioned earlier, controllability of systems of the form
(6) has been extensively studied in the literature. In particular,
minimum number of leaders that render the system (6) controllable
was investigated for some special classes of undirected graphs. To
apply our results to the special case of undirected graphs, we identify
an undirected graphH by a corresponding directed graphG whose
arc set is symmetric. As an example, three undirected graphstogether
with the corresponding directed graphs are depicted in Figure 3. For
an undirected graphH , we denote the corresponding directed graph
by θ(H). Note that, clearly, the Laplacian matrixL of H belongs to
the qualitative classQ(θ(H)).

In case of an undirected path graphPn with n vertices, it has
been shown in [18] thatℓmin(L) = 1. For an undirected cycle graph
Cn, it has been shown in [22, Thm. 3] thatℓmin(L) = 2 , and any
two neighbors can be chosen as leaders. For an undirected complete
graphKn with n vertices, we haveℓmin(L) = n− 1, and anyn− 1
vertices can be chosen as leaders (see [22, Thm. 4]). By looking at
Figure 3, it is easy to verify thatℓmin(L) coincides with the zero
forcing number in these three cases, i.e. path, cycle, and complete
graphs. Note that the set{1} or {3} is a minimal ZFS for the path
graph in Figure 3. Moreover, any two neighboring vertices constitutes
a minimal zero forcing set for the cycle graph, and any three out of the
four vertices forms a minimal ZFS for the complete graph in Figure
3. Obviously, this is not limited to the depicted examples, and holds
true for any undirected path, cycle, or complete graphs. Therefore, we
obtain thatZ(θ(Pn)) = 1, Z(θ(Cn)) = 2, andZ(θ(Kn)) = n− 1.
Then, by Corollary IV.6, we conclude that the existing results for the
minimum number of leaders rendering the system (6) controllable,
carries over unchanged to the class of systems whose dynamics is
given by (3).That is, we haveℓmin(X) = 1 for anyX ∈ Q(θ(Pn)),
ℓmin(X) = 2 for anyX ∈ Q(θ(Cn)), andℓmin(X) = n−1 for any
X ∈ Q(θ(Kn)).

It is worth mentioning that one should not conjecture based on the
aforementioned special cases thatℓmin(L) is equal to the zero forcing
number for any graph. As a counter example, consider a 6-regular
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Fig. 3. Undirected graphs and the associated symmetric directed graphs:
path, cycle and complete graphs

circulant graph with10 vertices. It follows directly from [16, Thm.
III.1] that ℓmin(L) = 2, whereas it is easy to observe that no pair of
vertices results in a zero forcing set.

After the discussion of undirected graph classes for whichℓmin(L)
has been characterized in the literature, we turn our attention to a
class of directed graphs, namely directed trees (ditrees).We use the
symbol T to denote a ditree to avoid possible confusion with the
general case. The notions of a path, the path cover number, and a
minimal path cover are required before stating the result for this case
(see e.g. [11]) for more details on these notions).

Definition IV.11 A pathP in G is an ordered set of distinct vertices
(v1, v2, . . . , vk) of G such that(vi, vi+1) ∈ E(G) for each i =
1, 2, . . . , k − 1. The vertexv1 is called the initial point of P and
vk is thefinal point of P . The path cover numberof G, denoted by
P (G), is the minimum number of vertex disjoint paths occurring as
induced subgraphs ofG that cover all the vertices ofG; such a set
of paths realizingP (G) is called aminimal path cover.

Now, we have the following result in case of tree structures.

Proposition IV.12 Let T be a ditree. Then, we haveℓmin(T ) =
P (T ). Moreover, the initial points of the vertex disjoint paths
realizing a minimal path cover form a minimal zero forcing set.

Proof. The result follows directly by applying Theorem IV.4 and
Corollary IV.6, together with [11, Thm. 3.5] and the proof provided
therein. �

V. CONCLUSION

Controllability of systems defined on graphs has been discussed in
this paper. We have considered the problem of controllability of the
network for a family of matrices carrying the structure of anunder-
lying directed graph. This family of matrices is called the qualitative
class, and as observed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the set of leaders rendering the network controllable for all matrices
in the qualitative class and zero forcing sets. We have also dealt with
the case where one is interested in some subset of this qualitative
class, through the notion of sufficiently rich subclasses. To further
illustrate the proposed results, special cases including path, cycle,
and complete graphs are discussed. In addition, we have shown how
the proposed results of the present paper together with the existing

results on the zero forcing sets lead to a minimal leader selection
scheme in particular cases, such as graphs with a tree structure. Based
on the results of the present paper, our knowledge about (minimal)
leader selection for controllability of a network is intimately related
to the knowledge we have for zero forcing sets (number). Indeed,
for each class of graphs whose zero forcing number has been known
or will be established later on, we immediately obtain the minimum
number of leaders for controllability, and, in principle, aminimal
leader selection scheme.
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